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TANGO AND DINNER …
GUIDED PRACTICA, PERFORMANCE & “MILONGUITA”

VENUE: Event hosted in Military Club 
DATE:  June 28 , 2015 at 18:30



“Keep Moving and Health Benefits”

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Nuno Fernandes,, Physical EducationTeacher, Athlete 

FACILITATOR: Dulce Maia Trindade, MD, Public Health Specialist

PANEL DISCUSSION 

Nuno Fernandes explored the benefits for health on doing
regular physical activity. He highlighted “…Doing exercise,
help cardiovascular system work more efficiently. He also
stressed that the perceived benefits of movement for health
are reported in different approaches within different
dimensions, including the relaxation, the benefits for
breathing and posture, positive impact on the immunologic
system, contributing to cardiorespiratory rehabilitation
after events of disease and, as well, a succeeded therapy in
different neurologic disorders, without excluding the social
and psychological benefits associated, for instance, with the
improvement of self-esteem in some disabilities, the stress
management and coping strategies to quit addictions.



… 

PANEL DISCUSSION
FACILITATOR : Dulce Maia Trindade, Public Health Doctor

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Nuno Fernandes, Physical Education Teacher

Dulce Maia Trindade brought to discussion the wellness dimensions and

health gains of a balanced diet, regular exercise and adequate sleep

regime. She emphasized: “Keep moving, controls the weight, promotes

better sleep and stimulates various brain chemicals that may bring

distress, increase the self-esteem and the feelings of happiness as well it

may influences a positive effect on sex life”. She referred some scientific

researches that discussed the health benefits of regularly physical activity

or dance. In a study done at the University of New England, participants

who spent six weeks learning tango's fancy footwork recorded

significantly lower levels of depression than a control group who took no

classes. The EEG image of brain at rest and after a walk of 20 minutes on

hoofing reveals heightened activity and faster information processing of

brain after activity. The Study author Rosa Pinniger credits the extreme

focus—or "mindfulness"—of dance, which interrupts negative thought

patterns that contribute to anxiety and depression.



1.GUIDED PRACTICE ON PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

After debate, participants were asked to keep moving, 
doing some guided movements at sound of music

as a potential means 
to improve the wellbeing and to promote their health. 

PANEL DISCUSSION

INVITATION TO “KEEP MOVING”



TANGO & MILONGUITA

One of the oldest figures in the tango, media vuelta— Half turn.
Milonga— May refer to the music, written in 6/8 time, or ...

Around dancing tango- the philosophy of tango, Milonguita — A
diminutive word for a short tango dance party…



The invitation came: SHOULD YOU DANCE?

It was the motto for the workshop.

The event continued with a

DEMONSTRATION OF TANGO with the

couple Noelia Coletti & Pablo Giorgini,

involving the 70 PARTICIPANTS in the

movement and the emotions.

Following a program on GUIDED PRACTICE,

PERFORMANCE & “MILONGUITA” the

workshop was co-organized by AMLPM

and Macau Association of Tango with fully

cooperation of JOÃO FONSECA, Professor

of Physical and Sport Education.

The tango instruction, under NOELIA &

PABLO provided an excellent venue,

highlighting the multidimensional levels of

learning that students could experience in

a very relaxing ambience.

INVITATION: “SHOULD YOU DANCE?”

2. TANGO: GUIDED PRACTICA & PERFORMANCE  



TANGO & EMOTIONS: 
PERFORMANCE / MILONGUITA 

DEMONSTRATION OF TANGO 

with the couple 

Noelia Coletti & Pablo Giorgini:

NOELIA and PABLO 

are one of the representative couples of 

ARGENTINE TANGO in the world, best 

known for their extensive experience 

and vast knowledge. 

They have achieved national and 

international recognition as 

choreographers and are qualified

teachers with over 

10 years’ experience 

in teaching and training dancers 

for stage tango and tango salon.



TANGO & EMOTIONS: MILONGUITA
GUIDED PRACTICA / PERFORMANCE

Students were exuberantly coached by the teaching
couple to release fears of any discomfort to employ tango
technique.

First, instructors form a large circle and pass the “pound
around”, expanding the experience of an esprit de
corps. The basic format 8 steps created an opportunity
for experiencing the importance of flexibility in a unique
way.

Participants demonstrated a vivid attention to the
instructors and were made to understand their position
as part of a dance corps.

Since the tango class needs to be structured, students
began to learn the technique as they coordinated
movements and rhythm, all the while keeping their
position in space feeling this sensual, romantic and
elegant dance.



NOELIA said: “The essence of TANGO is something you feel, not 

something you do. Any master of this art will tell you that the music 

has to flow through you in order to truly grasp the tango”.



Dinner Meeting and TANGO
VENUE: Dinner hosted in Military Club 
DATE:  June 28 , 2015 at 19:00
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On behalf of Association of the Portuguese Speaking

Physicians of Macau we would like to thank you for

coming. We were delighted to have you with us today,

and we hope you have enjoyed this evening event at the

Military Club. It was a great opportunity to reunite

with colleagues and health professionals and make

new connections with all our honoured guests, while

sharing experiences and generating new ideas during

the panel discussion..

We thank you to the Panel Experts, the physical

education teachers and sport trainers Nuno Fernandes

and João Fonseca and to the moderator Dulce

Trindade, public health doctor, giving us the honour

to be here today sharing their experience and their

vision on “The health benefits on Keeping Moving”.

The workshop engaged all participants during the

event with the Tango performance by Noelia & Pablo

and their excellent guided practice involving all the

participants. They began to learn the technique how to

coordinate movements and rhythm, all the while

keeping their position in space feeling this sensual,

romantic and elegant dance.

Last but definitely not least, our appreciation to the

more than 70 participants that attended with

enthusiasm this panel of discussion, proportionating

an accessible, rigorous, intellectually demanding,

and rewarding timing and space for argumentation

on evidence and experiment of Health Benefits on Keep

Moving.

A big thank you to the secretariat that helped out on

preparation and organization throughout the whole

event and thanks to Military Club staff that helped out

on preparation of a delicious dinner.

This event would not have been the same without each

one of you..

Closing Remarks

Rui Furtado



Dinner MEETING & TANGO Workshop

VENUE: Military Club 
DATE:  June 28 , 2015 at 19:00

Organization:


